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We present a conceptual framework for modeling optical
networks and the solutions to its associated problems.
The framework is targeted towards a large-scale initiative
by us for developing a modeling language that can help
with conceptual modeling of typical optical network
design problems. While there are pieces of literature
available that describe modeling languages for other
application areas, there are no specific languages for
use in networking problems in general. Our work is an
important step forward to address this defficiency. Our
proposed framework takes the already existing modeling
language notations and extends them to support the
modeling of optical networks.
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1. Introduction
In this paper we present an UML-based framework to support modeling optical networking
problems. Our efforts are targeted towards a
larger scale initiative for providing an UML
Profile for modeling Optical Networks. The
Profile is based on an extension of UML 1.5.
Although UML is considered by many professionals as a de facto tool to aid in system modeling, the current versions of UML do not specify
methodologies, modeling elements and tools to
address problems specific to networking. The
UML Profile we are developing for use in optical networks enables one to model fundamental
concepts in network communications, optical

network hardware, structure of protocols and
optical network component interactions.
Other initiatives with UML Profiles address
modeling issues associated with application domains such as Quality of Service in Distributed
Systems [1,2], Business Modeling [4], Fault Tolerance [5], CORBA [6], Testing [7] and Schedulability, Performance and Time [8] and Agentoriented Software [9].
Although there have been UML Profiles developed for use in other application areas, there are
no UML-based profiles even for use in modeling
the fundamental networking problems. Since
optical networks are one of the most promising
modern day communication technologies, we
focused our work in this area.
In this paper, we illustrate some fundamental
optical networking concepts [11, 12, 13] using
our modeling approach, however the approach
is extensible. At the outset we should disclaim
that the work is not a robust approach to consider modeling all possible optical networking
scenarios. However, we do believe that our paper can definitely help the reader in extending
the concepts and methodologies we discuss in
this paper for use in specific problems.
One of the important advantages of optical networks is that they provide very high carrier frequency of light and minimum dispersion of signal. Essentially, light is an ideal carrier for
transfer of information because communication
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through light has an advantage of minimizing
the interaction between light rays with different
wavelengths. This allows having many independent light rays with different wavelengths
that can pass through one fibre. This multiplies the capacity of the fibre to the number of
wavelengths which are used for communication
purposes. Also, the advantage of optical data
transmission is the ability to operate with light
signal fully in the optical range, avoiding optical to electric (OE) and electric to optical (EO)
conversions, which may slow the transfer rate
and overall capacity of optical networks. The
simplest of the optical network hardware, which
operates with the signal fully in the optical domain, is coupler, which allows adding/dropping
one wavelength to/from the optical signal.
For constructing and modeling of optical networks [10, 13], many factors usually should
be taken into account. As the optical network
hardware is quite expensive, economical considerations must be taken into account while
building optical networks. A high-level view of
actions required for the development of optical
networks are shown in Figures 1-3.
Therefore, the following marketing management and technology management phases are
used: an advantage assessment of results of introduction, an estimation of the market demands
and forecasting, selecting network hardware
and network software, customization, modeling
and introduction. The following strategies can
be taken into consideration while developing an
optical network:

Fig. 2. Optical network planning actions.

• Construct at once all network on available
demand and forecasts, and
• Construct a backbone with extensions on demands.

Fig. 1. High-level actions for developing
an optical network.

Fig. 3. Optical network implementation actions.
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The necessary quality of service QoS must be
taken into account in the planning process. Thus
choosing appropriate protection schemes such
as 1 : 1 or 1 : N must be considered while
modeling optical networks, depending on the
appropriate QoS.
The main problems that need to be solved for
modeling optical networks are the Physical Topology Design, Virtual Topology Design and Dynamic RWA Problem. Physical Topology Design is used after a choice of technologies and
strategy of the development have been made.
The physical topology greatly depends on the
routing of lightpaths and wavelength assignment strategy [10].
2. Overall Design Rationale
The development of optical networks is quite
complex, and its successful modeling requires
thorough understanding of many components,
definitions and technologies. We assume that
the reader is familiar with the area of optical
networks. But before presenting the details of
our work, we just review some of the concepts
that might help in the understanding of this paper.

object is any object, which is a part of the computer network. A network communicator is a
network object capable of sending and receiving information. The rest of the terminology
used in the profile is standard in Optical Communication literature and is not explained here
in further detail.
3. The UML-based Modeling Framework:
Towards an UML-profile
The Profile itself describes main purpose concepts and classes. The Profile was developed in
the form of object-oriented analysis models of
the optical networks data domain. Static models show the main concepts used in optical networks and their relations. Network protocols
described in this profile are basically Internet
protocols. So this profile shows how to model
optical networks concepts from the IP from the
optical networks point of view.
The structure of this profile is simple enough for
use in real applications. As mentioned earlier,
the approach can be extended and tailored to
satisfy the needs of the specific problem being
analyzed. We analyze the data domain first.
Structure of the profile: The profile consists
of the corresponding packages. Every package
contains classes, which can be used in modeling
of optical networks. They define and describe
data domain of communications and optical networks. All of them are model classes, except
Fiber, which is a LinkObject stereotype. So this
LinkObject association stereotype can provide
connections between optical network hardware.

Computer networks are designed to provide information exchange between participants. A
network acts as an “information mediator”. Every network can be considered as the mediator
between an information source and a recipient.
Thus a network can be viewed as an interoperation of many information mediators. In optical
networks, the principal mediators are the fibres
and OXCs. There is also specialized hardware
meant for use in optical networks, but most of
them serve as information mediators. Information in Optical Networks can be classified as
either – “transfer information”, or “controlling
information”.

The Profile consists of different packages. The
top-level package is the MoON Profile package
(see Figure 4). The model elements of the Profile are stored in this package. The MoON Profile package contains the Communication and
Optical Network packages, as shown in Figure
5.

The following terminology is used in the profile. A modifier is an object which can change
information. A mediator serves the role of an
intermediate communicator. First it receives information then it can change it, then it sends it
to next recipient(s). So mediator is a recipient,
a source and maybe even a modifier. A network

Fig. 4. Top package.
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diator can also be an owner of other mediators.
Message is a special case of information or its
part sent from source to recipient(s) as a single
block of information.
Fig. 5. MoON Profile package.

Communication Package: The Communication
Package contains the GeneralCommunication
and NetworkCommunication packages as shown
in Figure 6. Communication Package contains
elements, which describe the general network
communication roles and protocols.

Fig. 6. Communication Package.

General Communication Package: The General Communication Package contains GeneralCommunicationRoles and GeneralProtocol Packages, as shown in Figure 7. The detalis of the
GeneralCommunicationRoles Package are explained in Figures 8-10. The Network Communication Package depends on the General Communication Package. This package describes
the general communications that takes place in
all IP networks.
Communicator and information are basic concepts of information exchange. The Figures 810 describing the different communication concepts in the GeneralCommunicationRoles Package are self-explanatory. Communicator is an
object that is capable of sending or receiving
information. Basic concepts of information exchange are the source, recipient and modifier.
Source and recipient are communicators capable of sending and receiving information. Modifier can change information in some way. Information exchange can be unidirectional, bidirectional or multicast. Every mediator may
consist of at least one recipient, and one source,
and it can also contain modifier(s). Every me-

Fig. 7. GeneralCommunication Package.

Fig. 8. GeneralCommunicationRoles package. Main
communication concepts and relations.

Fig. 9. GeneralCommunicationRoles package.
Mediator.

Fig. 10. GeneralCommunicationRoles package.
Mediator communication and hierarchy.
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Fig. 11. GeneralCommunication package. Unidirectional communication.

Fig. 12. GeneralCommunication package. Dual directional communication.

The sequence diagrams in Figures 11-12 show
the general communication behaviour between
communication objects. Figure 11 shows unidirectional communication through one mediator,
whereas Figure 12 shows bi-directional communication through two mediators.
Communication protocols are used for the purpose of encoding and decoding of the information by specified set of communication rules.
Protocol defines certain communication rules in
such a way that communicators can understand
each other.
Each communicator contains a protocol stack
that contains protocol layers. Each protocol
layer implements a specific protocol. Several
protocol layers form a protocol stack. Layers
in protocol stack can communicate with each
other. Usually, the source of information passes

through sender’s protocol stack. In the protocol stack, it passes through a stack of protocol
layers. Each layer formats or transforms information using protocol rules. So the information could be sent through some medium or
mediator. The recipient receives information
and passes it through its protocol stack, but in
reverse direction, so that the information can
be transformed to its original state. Figure 13
shows the communicator protocol stack structure in the GeneralProtocol Package, whereas
Figure 14 shows an UML sequence diagram
depicting the protocol layer interactions while
sending information from source to recipient.
NetworkCommunication Package: The NetworkCommunication package contains NetworkCommunicationRoles and NetworkProtocol Packages, as shown in Figure 15.
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Fig. 13. GeneralProtocol Package. Communicator protocol stack structure.

Fig. 14. Protocol stack and protocol layer interactions while sending information from source to recipient.

Fig. 15. NetworkCommunication Package.

The NetworkCommunicationRoles Package is
shown in Figures 16-17. As can be seen in these
figures, the NetworkCommunicationRoles package defines NetworkCommunicator that is a descendant of Communicator and NetworkObject.
It also defines Client, Server and Peer classes,
which are descendants of NetworkCommunicator classes. Network communicator is a special
case of a generic communicator – so it can per-

form communication with other communicators
and is a network object. Therefore, it can be included in the network. Network communicator
is a hardware or software that can send or receive information to other communicators. Like
every communicator, it implements a protocol
stack. Specific instances of network communicators are Client, Server and Peer.

Fig. 16. NetworkCommunicationRoles package.
Network Communicator definition.
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Figure 18 shows the conceptual class diagram
showing the different network protocol types
as classes. Computer network protocols can
be classified either as control protocols or data
transfer protocols. Control protocols are auxiliary protocols that are used for network management purposes. Examples of control protocols
are ARP, ICMP, IGMP and other. Data transfer
protocols are used for direct transferring of the
information.
Fig. 17. NetworkCommunicationRoles package.
Network definition.

A network can be implemented using one of
two basic architectures: client-server or peerto-peer. In client-server architecture, some network communicator (server) provides services
to other network communicators (clients). In
peer-to-peer architecture, every communicator
has almost equal capabilities. Network communicator implements computer network protocol(s).

Figure 19 shows the different class of Internet protocols classified as different packages.
Network protocols can be divided by the items
for which they specify communication rules.
Hardware protocols specify rules of communication at the hardware level, such as shape

A network is a mediator. Therefore a network
can be represented using a class, which must
contain a minimum of two NetworkCommunicators. Then network consists of NetworkObjects. Network communicators and auxiliary
network objects can group network objects.
Network protocol package contains main definitions of network protocols.

Fig. 19. Internet protocol layers.

Fig. 18. Computer network protocol types.
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Fig. 20. Optical Network Hardware and Optical Network Hardware Communicator.

of the electrical signal, its amplitude and other
characteristics of the signal. Software protocols
specify communication rules at software level.
Software level indicates the level of CPU code
instructions, which are executed by CPU.
Optical Network Package: The Optical Network Package contains the Optical Hardware
Package. Figure 20 shows an UML class diagram depicting NetworkHardware, RegularNetworkHarware, OpticalNetworkHardware, and
OpticalNetworkHardwareCommunicator. The
class names indicate their roles/purpose and are
self-explanatory.
Fiber stereotype (shown in Figure 21) allows
linking of OpticalNetworkHardwareCommunicator classes. It simplifies designing of optical
network models by using UML associations. It
must have two ends of the links. It must interconnect OpticalNetworkHardwareCommunicators. It has one String tag – modetype. Its value
must be “single”, “multi” or “empty”. If its
value is empty, then it is considered by default
that the fiber is multimode.

4. Conclusion
In this paper we provided an UML-based conceptual framework to aid in modeling optical
networking systems and in solving their associated problems. The work is targeted towards
developing an UML-based profile to aid in modeling optical networks. The work is a significant contribution to the networking community
as the complexity of optical networks demands
great efforts to analyze, model and standardize the solution approaches to various problems
commonly occurring in the area of optical networks.
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